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2016 CHAPTER 18

PART 10
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

CHAPTER 4

DETENTION UNDER A PUBLIC PROTECTION ORDER WITH RESTRICTIONS

PROSPECTIVE

Discharge from detention by Department of Justice

191.—(1)  At any time while a public protection order with restrictions is
in force in respect of a person the Department of Justice may, if it considers it
appropriate to do so, by warrant—

(a) discharge the person absolutely (that is, discharge the person from being
liable to be detained under the order); or

(b) discharge the person from the establishment concerned subject to
conditions (see further section 192).

(2)  The power under subsection (1) to discharge a person absolutely includes
power to do so at a time when the person has been conditionally discharged
under this section or section 232 and has not been recalled under section 192.

(3)  If—
(a) a public protection order with restrictions provides that the order is to be

treated as a public protection order with restrictions for a specified period
(“the restricted period”), and
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(b) that period ends at a time when the person has been conditionally
discharged under subsection (1) and has not been recalled under
section 192,

the person is to be treated as absolutely discharged when the restricted period
ends (and accordingly ceases at that time to be liable to be detained under the
public protection order).

(4)  A discharge of a person under this section does not prevent the person
from being detained in circumstances amounting to a deprivation of liberty by
virtue of Part 2 of this Act (or, if the person is under 16, Part 2 of the Mental
Health Order) if the criteria that apply to such detention are met.

(5)  In this section “the establishment concerned” means the establishment
in which, immediately before the discharge under subsection (1), the person is
liable to be detained under the public protection order.
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Changes and effects yet to be applied to the whole Act associated Parts and
Chapters:
Whole provisions yet to be inserted into this Act (including any effects on those
provisions):

– s. 285(2)(a)-(c) substituted for s. 285(2)(a)(b) by 2022 c. 18 (N.I.) Sch. 3
para. 77(b)
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